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Abstract 

The study adapted propositional analysis (Kamhi & Johnston, 1992) into Cantonese 

and investigated developmental patterns in production of four proposition types in 

normal Cantonese-speakers. Thirty subjects, in three age-groups, produced language 

samples elicited by video-narration, story-retelling and conversation. The language 

samples were analysed in terms of propositional complexity and mean length of 

utterance in morphemes (MLUm). For all groups, a strong linear association between 

propositional complexity and MLUm was found. The propositional complexity (PCI), 

served as the measure of semantic proficiency, and the four proposition types were 

found to be sensitive to advancing age. Rules for conducting propositional analysis in 

Cantonese are described The developmental patterns of four proposition types are 

discussed. The sensitivity of propositional analysis as an expressive language measure 

and its implication are discussed. 
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Introduction: 

Practising speech therapy in the Cantonese setting has only a history of a few 

decades. Clinicians have often been hindered by the lack of expressive language 

measures to evaluate clients' language performance. This inadequacy makes the 

evaluation of treatment efficacy difficult. Some clinicians tend to use linguistic 

measures developed for English in the Cantonese speaking context. Mean length of 

utterance (MLU) (Brown, 1973) and Type-token ratio (Miller, 1991) are convenient 

candidates. Yet, these measures often leave no implication for treatment goal 

selection and tend to quantify rather than describe one's language system. Others 

have attempted to profile clients' linguistic performance using profiles like IARSP 

(Crystal, Fletcher, & Garman, 1976). However, adopting linguistic profiles of other 

languages is often inadequate to describe the Cantonese language system. Thus, this 

study aims to develop a linguistic measure useful in the assessment and remedial 

setting. 

Since the need to develop a measure for e^qpressive language proficiency in 

Cantonese is paramount, attempts have been made to develop expressive language 

measure in Cantonese. Wong (1993) developed 24 indices to quantify syntactic 

abilities among two groups of normal Cantonese-speaking children* Wong's work was 

one of the pioneering attempts to develop clinical linguistic measures for Cantonese. 

Since evaluation of one's linguistic system should cover all domains of language, 

there is still an urgent need for measures of semantic proficiency. With this urgent 

need for semantic measure, propositionai analysis proposed by Kamhi and Johnston 

(1992) holds a special appeal to Cantonese. 

According to Kamhi and Johnston (1992), propositions are judgements about 

some objects or relationships and happenings between objects. They are idea-units 
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each consisted of a predicate and one or more arguments. They claimed that 

propositional analysis enables the clinicians to track an individual's growing ability to 

include more and more ideas (propositions) into an utterance. It also allows the 

evaluation of semantic complexity independent of sentence patterns and 

grammaticahty. Singer (1990), Kamhi and Johnston (1992) claimed that propositional 

analysis is an effective technique to represent ideas conveyed by discourse because 

experimental studies have shown that propositions are the basic idea unit in our 

mental representation (Kinstch and Keenan, 1973; as cited in Singer, 1990). Kamhi 

and Johnston (1982) used propositional analysis as an semantic analysis technique to 

investigate the language abilities of mentally retarded children, language-impaired 

children and normal children. Their results found quantitative difference in language 

abilities between the retarded children and the language-impaired group. Johnston 

and Kamhi (1984), again used propositional analysis as one of the analysis 

procedures, attempted to investigate the relationships between various linguistic 

domains among language-impaired children and their MLU-matched normal 

counterparts* They found that despite similar utterance length, propositional analysis 

reflected qualitative and quantitative difference of language performance between the 

two groups. These two studies supported Kamhi and Johnston's claim (1992) that 

propositional analysis can unfold qualitative and quantitative difference of the 

language of children with language and learning problems compared to that of the 

normal children and provide important insights to our understanding of children's 

developing language abilities. It is because of the need for semantic measures in 

Cantonese and these advantages of propositional analysis that this study aims to adapt 

propositional analysis (Kamhi and Johnston, 1992) into Cantonese and to investigate 

the developmental patterns of semantic complexity across three age-groups. 
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Whether propositional analysis is a "sensitive" language measure for Cantonese 

depends on three criteria. Firstly, the measure should measure an aspect of language 

(Miller, 1991). In this case, propositional analysis measures semantic complexity. The 

reason why this study focuses on a semantic measure and chose the proposition as the 

unit of analysis has already been explained Secondly, the measure should correlate 

with advancing age (Miller, 1991), that is, it should reveal a developmental trend in 

the linguistic domain it measures. Otherwise, the result of the analysis will have no 

value in clinical setting. Thirdly, the measure should be qualitative as well as 

quantitative. A good language measure should be able to describe an individual's 

language system, thus allowing the clinician to describe where is the area of 

deficiency, rather than just stating the degree of deficiency. A qualitative and 

quantitative measure can fulfill these two functions. To evaluate whether 

propositional analysis possesses these qualities, the following methodology and data 

analysis procedures were derived and used in this study. 

Methodology: 

Subjects: 

In order to investigate whether propositional analysis can meet the three 

criteria for an expressive language measure, thirty normal subjects in three age-groups 

were randomly selected to give language samples. The three age-groups were three-

year-olds, seven-year-olds, and adults. Table 1 provides a description of the sample, 

age, and sex* 

Table 1. Description of sample. 

| Age-group 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

Jadolts 

Mean Age 

3.45 

733 

21.58 

S.D. 

.278 

348 

1.15 

Female no. 

5 

5 

5 

Male no. 

5 

5 

5 

Total no. I 

10 I 

10 I 

_10 
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The subjects were randomly sampled from different classes of a kindergarten, two 

primary schools and tertiary institutes. Subjects were considered normal in the sense 

that their intelligence, language performance, and hearing status were not questioned 

by parents and teachers. The subjects included should not demonstrate any emotional, 

motor or sensory impairments. 

Language samples: 

For each subject, a language sample consisting one hundred utterances was 

elicited Language sampling procedures consisted of three parts: video-narration, 

story-retelling, and conversation. In video-narration, each subject was required to view 

a cartoon of about five minutes duration twice. In the first time, each subject was told 

to view the video quietly without on-line narration and understand the story. In the 

second time, the subject would view the video in clips and narrate the content of the 

video after each clip. The cartoon was titled Tingu?\ It is about the story of two little 

penguins going into all sorts of troubles at home while their parents were out. Please 

refer to Appendix 1 for the content of nPingu?T and Appendix 2 for the instructions for 

obtaining the video narration samples. 

In story-retelling, the rater first told the Frog Story adopted from Berman and 

Siobin (1994) to each subject Then each subject retold the story according to each 

picture of the story. For pictures of the Frog Story, please refer to Appendix 3. 

In conversation, the same topics were introduced to each subject for 

discussion* The topic question sequence was adopted from Dollaghan, Campbell, and 

Tomlin (1990). For the topic question sequence, please refer to Appendix 4. 

The narration and conversation were tape-recorded. In utterance selection, 

priority of the one hundred utterance sample for analysis were given to those elicited 

from video-narration and story-retelling. This is because in language production, 
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language proficiency of the speaker and the content of the message to be expressed 

are two major variables affecting spontaneous language production. With the aim to 

investigate semantic proficiency, it is important to control the number and complexity 

of the events to be described to facilitate comparisons of linguistic abilities 

(Dollaghan et al. 1990). In video-narration and story-retelling, the events are more 

consistent than in conversation, thus providing common sampling context for each 

subject 

All language samples were transcribed orthographically. In cases where no 

written Chinese could match the Cantonese words, phonetic transcription was used 

with tone stated Punctuation was not included in the transcription and prosodic 

contours were marked to helped determine utterance boundaries. Having transcribed 

the samples, utterances were segmented and selected. 

The utterance segmentation and selection criteria were adapted from Kamhi 

and Johnston's approach (1992). Modifications were made to cater for certain 

linguistic features in Cantonese. The segmentation rules are as follows: 

(1) Treat compound sentences as one utterance when they are marked as one by 

intonation. Allow no more than two clauses conjoined in an utterance. 

(2) Treat complete independent clauses (contain a surface subject and predicate) 

conjoined by connectives as two utterances. 

Example: # # % ^ 4 ^ ^ %% J . ^ 
sister open radio and brother cook thing 

J { } { (treat as two 

subject predicate subject predicate utterances) 

(3) Treat clauses with co-relerential subject and verb deletions involving 

connectives as one surface utterance but also allow no more than two 

clauses. 
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Example: ^ m %L % & H j i 3% % M^ 
He throw up (pizza) then catch V?rt* (pizza) (Treat as one 

i I j utterance) 

subject predicate predicate 

* verbal particle 

(4) Take into consideration the illocutionary force behind the utterance during 

segmentation since in Cantonese, coordination and subordination of phrases, 

clauses are often marked by juxtaposition without overt conjunction (Matthews 
and Yip, 1994). 

Example: ^^t Vt\ id %Jt$)Afa A v^ M (Treat as one 
They happy (because) dad mom out AM* go utterance) 
They are happy because mom & dad went out. * Aspect marker 

Since connectives play a major role in the segmentation process, the inventory 

for Cantonese connectives should be noted Please refer to Appendix 5 for a list of 

Cantonese connectives. 

Utterance selection rules are as follows: 

(1) Exclude one-word utterances and simple labelling responses to minimize the 

influence of labelling on calculation of MLU and prepositional complexity. 

(2) Include only one repetition of any utterance with the condition that the two 

utterances are not adjacent to each other. This rule ensures the maximization 

of within sample variation and maintenance of the repetitive nature of young 

children's speech. 

Example: &*&*& &*&*& 
They cry They cry (Exclude utterance 2 which is a 

j } repetition of utterance 1) 
utterance 1 utterance 2 

(3) Include only folly transcribed utterances (Brown, 1973). 

(4) In the linguistic analyses, remove mazes, A maze refers to false start, 

repetition, or reformulation in an utterance (Miller & Chapman, 1993). 
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(5) Include only utterances which have main verbs because propositional analysis 

begins by identifying the main verb as the nuclear predicate. 

Analysis: 

Each language sample was analysed according to: (1) Mean Length of 

Utterance in morphemes (MLUm) based on Brown's (1973) approach; (2) 

Propositional Analysis in Cantonese (PAC) based on Kamhi and Johnston's (1992) 

approach. For the segmentation process, MLUm calculation, and propositional 

analysis, intra- and inter-rater reliability measures were taken. In each of these 

analyses procedure, agreements (both intra- and inter-rater reliability) exceeded 

ninety percent. Disagreements were resolved, assuring accurate analysis. Rules for 

calculating MLUm and conducting PAC will be described in detail in the following 

sections. 

Rules for MLUm calculation: 

Rules for calculating MLUm were modified based on Brown (1973). Special 

attention was paid to reduplication and compounding of morphemes which are means 

to form new words (Matthews and Yip, 1994). 

(1) Do not count utterance particles because they have no semantic content but 

mainly serve pragmatic functions (Matthews and Yip, 1994; Luke, 1990). They 

are also excluded from propositional analysis due to the same reasons-

Excluding them from MLUm ensures that the language sample for MLUm and 

PAC are consistent 

(2) Count as one morpheme all classifiers, verbal particles, aspect markers, 

prefixes and suffixes. 

(3) Count as separate morphemes all verb-object compounds and verb-adjective 
/ 

compounds. 
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Example Al : (verb-object compound) 
<7f. if? 
read book (Treat as two morphemes because in many cases, 
reading object-element in the compound can interchange 

with other objects to form new words as in 
example A2) 

Example A2: (verb-object compound) 

read university 
study in university 

Example Bl: (verb-adjective compound) 
t $ >ci (Both "open" and "heart" are meaningful on 

open heart their own and should be counted as separate 
happy morphemes) 

Special note should be given to adjectives of two syllables which are not 

meaningful on its own, as in the example below, 

Example B2: (adjective involving two syllables) 
h $ t (Both "baak" and "yim" are meaningless on their 

baak yim own, and the whole adjective is counted as one 
naughty morpheme) 

Treating the compound as one morpheme only will underestimate the diversity 

of meaning one can encode in a compound- On the other hand, exceptions are 

present as in example B2. 

Count verb-object structure,, adjective-object compound nouns as separate 

morphemes. The reason is similar to that in (3). 

Examples: & ^ 
stand duck 
penguin (Treat as two morphemes) 

$L * 
beautiful girl (Treat as two morphemes) 

beauty 

The only exception lies in cases in which the elements in the noun are 

meaningless on their own as below, 
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Example: # ^ 
yahm ngok (Treat as one morpheme) 

music 

In this case, "yahm" means a sound while fTngok" is meaningless on its own. 

Thus, they should be counted as one single morpheme. 

(5) For all reduplication, treat the resulting reduplicated form as a surface 

morpheme. 

The above rules may not clear up all ambiguities in MLUm calculation. 

Propositional Analysis in Cantonese (PAC): 

PAC was adapted into Cantonese according to Kamhi and Johnston (1992). 

Supplementation was made to these researchers' approach to analyze the more 

complex utterances produced by older subjects. Similar to Kamhi and Johnston's 

(1992) approach, predicates are any words which carries specific meaning to describe 

the state of an object of the utterance (Hurford and Heasiey, 1983). Propositions are 

idea units composed of a predicate (comment on states) and the argument(s)(the 

objects) that the predicate entails. Propositions are classified into two main types: 

nuclear propositions and non-nuclear propositions. In PAC, nuclear propositions are 

defined as propositions in which their predicates are realized by the main verb. While 

predicates can also be expressed via verbs, adverbs, adjectives, conjunctions, classifiers 

and quantifier. With main verbs as the nuclear predicates,, the other form classes 

(adjectives, classifiers* adverbs, coverbs, etc*) will be considered as non-nuclear 

predicates. Non-nuclear predicates are predicates additional to the nuclear ones. A 

simple utterance like: "I eat rice" has one nuclear proposition and no non-nuclear 

proposition. This is because "eat", the main verb, is the only predicate present and it 

is the nuclear predicate. In irI eat rice everyday", "eat" is the main verb and thus the 

nuclear predicate. At the same time, "everyday" is another predicate which describe 
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the time in which the event takes place. "Everyday" is the non-nuclear predicate. In 

this case, this utterance has one nuclear predicate and one non-nuclear predicate. 

"Rice" and T are arguments of "eat". The concept of nuclear and non-nuclear 

propositions are central to determining propositionai complexity. 

The importance of differentiating nuclear and non-nuclear propositions lies in 

the assumption that propositionai complexity increases with the increased use of non-

nuclear propositions in an utterance. In the two exemplary utterances given above, "I 

eat rice everyday" is more complex than "I eat rice" because the former involves two 

propositions (one nuclear and one non-nuclear proposition) and the latter has only 

one nuclear proposition. This leads to the calculation of the Propositionai Complexity 

Index (PCI), a quantitative measure indicating the degree of propositionai complexity 

an individual is able to perform. PCI represents the average number of non-nuclear 

propositions in an utterance. Table 2 below demonstrates two samples, each differing 

in their PCL 

Table 2. Two language samples demonstrating different PCI. 
(SAMPLE A | 

j UTTERANCES 

I Mom met dad 

jThey cried 

They jumped 

|PCI =. 

Nuc. 

1 

1 

1 

NN | 

""H 
~ 

"J 
0 ~] 

SAMPLE B | 

UTTERANCES 

MOM MET DAD OUTSIDE 

THEY CREED LOUDLY 

THEY JUMPED ON BED 
HAPPILY 

PCI = 

Nuc. 

1 

1 

1 

NN | 

1 

1 

2 

133 | 
*Nuc. = No. of nuclear proposition 
NN = No. of non-nuclear propositions 
PCI =* Propositionai Complexity Index 

In the samples above, sample B, having a higher PCIt included utterances 

involving more complex propositionai structures than those in sample A. Apart from 

PCI, prepositional analysis also aEows the description of one's semantic proficiency. 

The descriptive aspect of propositionai analysis ties to the different types of 
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non-nuclear propositions. In PAC, there are four types of non-nuclear propositions: 

Adverbial propositions. Embedded propositions. Associated propositions, and Subordinated 

propositions. Each type is defined according to their hierarchical relationships to the 

nuclear propositions. See Table 3. 

Table 3. Definitions and examples of Non-nuclear propositions. 

DEFINITIONS EXAMPLES 

4t*$L &%- sM3£ 
They now sleep 

i i 
i i 

Adv. pre, Nuc. pre. 

Adverbial proposition: a proposition that has the 
nuclear proposition as one of its arguments 

adverbial \ 
proposition ) 

Embedded proposition: a proposition that 
functions as an argument of the nuclear 
proposition 

Sister put some bubbles wipe dry 

Nuc. pre. Emb. pre. 

Associated proposition: a proposition with an 
argument that is also an argument of some other 
proposition in the network 

associated. \ 
proposition XAJ proposition * 

sharecT ""* ** 
argument 

That CL* brother bath 

Ass. pre. 

Classifier 

Nuc. pre. 

1 ~ 
cook 

Subordinated proposition: a proposition that 
functions as an argument of any non-nuclear 
proposition 

%*> \ 
Brother go 

v1f k* 
thing eat 

Nuc. 
pre. 

Emb. 
pre. 

Sub. 
pre. 

Understanding these non-nuclear propositions enables the calculation of their 

proportion in a language sample. Table 4 summarizes the grammatical categories 

(Matthews and Yip, 1994) usually found in these non-nuclear propositions. Examples 

and grammatical categories listed here are excerpts of non-nuclear propositions with 

nuclear propositions excluded. 
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Table 4. Commoa grammatical categories expressed in each non-nuclear proposition. 

J NON-NUCLEAR 
I PROPOSITION 

Adverbial / 
I Subordinated 

j Adverbial / 
j Subordinated 

1 Adverbial / 
j subordinated 

I Adverbial / 
Subordinated 

j Adverbial / 
1 Subordinated 

j Adverbial / 
| Subordinated 

I Adverbial/ 
I Subordinated 

j Advexbial / 
j Subordinated 

1 Embedded/ 
1 Subordinated 

1 Associated/ 
j Subordinated 

SEMANTIC 
ROLE 

Location 
(position) 

(direction) 

Time 

Manner 

Quantt-fication 

Cause & Goose-
quence 

Negation 

Comitative 

Beneficiary 

Attribute 

GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 

Coverb+NP 
Coverb+localizer 
Coverb 4-NP+localizer 

Coverb: ^eungTgingTjauh" 

Coverb 4-NP 
NP+"ge sihhauh"... 

Conj unctions 
Adverbs of time: 

- past time adverbs 

- present time adverbs 

- future time adverbs 

Adverbial construction: 
- verb+"dak"+adj. 
- adj.+"gam"+verb 
- reduplicated adj. + 

Met" + verb 
- adj.+"diw+verb 
Sentence adverbs 

Adverbs of quantity: 
-"dou*nihnghain , f 

Adverbs of frequency 
Utterance particles "Mm" 

Conjunction: 
- "yanwaih", "soyih" 

Double conjunction 

Prefix V + verb/adj. 

Coverb "ruling* / "tuhngmaaih" 

Verb of giving "beT as the second 
verb in a serial construction 

Second verb in a serial construction 
in which the head verb is: stative 
verbs / verbs of perception / verbs of 
cognition / coverb "jeuug" / modal 
verbs 

Classifiers (CL) + N 
Quantifier + N 
Adjective 4- N 
Relative clause 

Pronoun + "ge* + N 

EXAMPLES |j 

hai hohkhaauh (at school) 
hai yahp-tnihu (at inside) 
hai hohkhaauh yahp-mihn 
(inside school) 
ging Heunggong (via HK) 1 
heung cheut-mihn (toward outside) | 
jauh Gauluhng (from Kowloon) j 

hai yat dim (at one o'clock) 
sik faan ge sihhauh 1 
(during dinner time...) | 
jauh (then) j 

bunloih (originally) 
cho-cho (at first) I 
y&ga (now) | 
jaahmsiJh (for the time being) 
dousih (by that time) 
ganjyuh (next) 

jap dak faai (pack quickly) 
hou faai gam jap (pack quickly) j 
gwaai gwaai dei fahn (be good and j 
sleep) 
faai di jap (pack quicker) | 
waahkje (perhaps) 
hou choi (luckily) 

leih dou haih (you too) j 
go go juinghalh, jyuh yaah 
(brother only cook thing) 
hou siu jouh (rarely do) 
ma ma faan lent tim | 
(mother come back too) I 

yanwaih (because) j 
soyih. (so,, therefore) || 
yanwaih-~soyih (becausc-so-) 

mhoisam (unhappy) | 
mgeidak (forget) | 

ma ma tahng ba ba . 1 
(mom with dad) jj 

Ngoh maaih che bei leih 
(I buy car for you) 

L keuih ji ma ma faan j 
gaan leih, (he knows | 
mom is coming back) | 

2. Keuilx k m cheng wa 
jauh jo (he thinks that | 
frog is gone) II 

di saam (CL clothes) 1 
so yauh bo (all bans) J 
baahk sik ge mon ( white hat) j] 
go go dam ge mon (the hat that 
brother dropped) || 
ngok ge saam (my clothes) J 
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It might be puzzling that for every grammatical category listed, there is the 

possibility that it belongs to either subordinated or one of the other three 

propositions. Actually, determining what type of non-nuclear proposition it is depends 

on the relationship of this non-nuclear proposition to the nuclear proposition or to 

other non-nuclear proposition. Referring back to Table 3, a non-nuclear proposition 

that relates immediately to the nuclear proposition can be considered as adverbial-, 

embedded or associated propositions. A non-nuclear proposition that relates directly 

to other non-nuclear propositions rather than the nuclear one is then the 

subordinated proposition. This is the main difference in definition between the 

subordinated proposition and the other three. The grammatical constituents inside a 

subordinated proposition can include any of those in the other three non-nuclear 

propositions with the only difference lies in its hierarchical relationship to the nuclear 

proposition. The following are examples of subordinated propositions involving 

different grammatical categories. 

(1) % f) % $\ fo if- (Here, "want" is the nuclear predicate 
go go seung heui wang souy and "go" is the embedded predicate, 
brother want go play water "Play", subordinated to "go", is the 
Brother wants to go play with water, subordinated predicate.) 

(2) % % $k *& f l $$ ^ &~ (Here, "put" is the nuclear predicate & 
go go jeung deng mou diu hai dou "dump" is the embedded predicate, "at", 
Brother dumped the hat here. subordinated to "dump", is the 

subordinated predicate.) 

In these two examples, the grammatical categories in the subordinated 

propositions include: a verb of motion followed by a noun [in (1)}; a 

coverb/preposition "hai" (at) followed by a localizer [in (2)]. These two examples 

illustrate the variability of grammatical categories in subordinated proposition-

Apart from the distinction between the subordinated and the other three non~ 
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nuclear propositions, it should be noted that sometimes coverbs/prepositions are 

predicates. They may just indicate one of the argument structures the nuclear 

predicate entails. For example, 

(1) % % $h % ^ 4? ^ (Here, "at" is not a predicate. It is an 
go go baai suy hai suy ga argument of the predicate 
brother put book at book-shelf "put") 
Brother put the books on the shelf. 

(2) f) fj "fo % Z±> 
go go hai dou wang (Here, "at" is a predicate because it is 
brother at here play not an argument of the 

Brother plays here. predicate "play") 

Thus, when conducting propositional analysis, one should pay attention to the 

distinction of subordinated and the other three non-nuclear propositions, and the 

inherent arguments each nuclear predicate requires. Propositional analysis procedures 

will be summarised below. 

The analysis procedures will cover calculation of PCI and the proportion of the 

four non-nuclear propositions. 

(1) Identify the nuclear predicate and the arguments it entails. Underline the 

nuclear predicate. 

(2) Identify the non-nuclear predicate. Underline them and indicate what type they 

are in according to their specific relationships to the nuclear predicate. 

(3) Calculate PCI: 

PCI = Total number of non-nuclear predicates 
Total number of surface utterances 

(4) Calculate the proportion of various non-nuclear propositions: 

Example: Proportion of adverbial predicate 
= Total number of adverbial predicates 

Total number of non-nuclear predicates 

In short, this section explained the basic concepts of propositional analysis; 
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described the relation between the grammatical categories and the non-nuclear 

propositions; outlined the potential pitfalls in conducting prepositional analysis. To 

prove that PAC is a sensitive language measure, the following hypotheses are made: 

(1) Both PCI and MLUm will increase with advancing age. 

(2) PCI and MLUm will be significantly correlated in each age-group. 

(3) Each non-nuclear proposition will increase with advancing age. 

Results: 

Homogeneity of the three groups on PCI, MLUm and the non-nuclear 

propositions was evaluated by calculating the mean and standard deviation. See Table 

5 for means and standard deviations. 

Table 5. Means and S.D. of the three groups on PCI, MLUm. and the fonr non-nuclear propositions. 

|| MEASURE 

MLUm 

1 PCI 

j Adverbial 

j Embedded 

J Associated 

Subordinated 

j AGE-GROUP 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

adults 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

adults 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

adults 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

adults 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

adults 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

adults 

MEAN 

4.09 

852 

10.72 

1.03 

2.96 

454 

0.61 

1.46 

2J.1 

0.07 

0.14 

033 

0.24 

0.82 

1.03 

0.1Q 

051 

1.06 

========================= 

1.08 • 

1.03 1 

1.45 1 

036 

052 1 

0.81 J 

^m J 
0.35 1 

036 | 

OM 

0.07 1 

0.10 1 

0.13 1 

0.24 j 

028 1 

0.07 1 

0.18 

031 1 
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The means and standard deviation show that within-group variation is least in the 

younger age-group. Within-group variation increases with advancing age. 

Besides, the analysis of variance indicated significant group effect on each 

linguistic measures. Results of ANOVA and Scheffe test are shown in Table 6 and 7. 

Table 6. Results of analysis of variance on MLUm, PCI and the four non-nuclear propositions. 

| MEASURE 

: MLUm 

I pa 

I Adverbial proposition | 

I Embedded proposition ] 

j Associated proposition 

1 Subordinated proposition 

RESULT j 

F(2, 27) = 78.68*, p<.000 

F(2, 27) = 8836*, p<.000 J 

F(2,27) = 61.02*, p<.0OO | 

F(2, 27) = 30.07*, p<.000 | 

F{2, 27) = 33.13*, p<.0OO I 

j F(2, 27) = 53.64*, p<.000 j 

Table 7. Results of Scheffe test for MLUm, PCI, the four non-nuclear propositions. 

[MEASURE 

I MLUm 

[PCI 

Adverbial 1 

Embedded 

Associated 

I Subordinated 

1 f 

! ' 1 

[AGE-GROUP 

3-yeax-olds 

7-year-olds 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

3-year-olds 

1 7-year-olds 

1 3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

1 3-year-olds 

7-year-olds 

| SCHEFFE TEST RESULTS ] 
r 1 — ' "" • '"' "— 1 — • " ' - "l^l-l•"̂  | ] 

7-year-olds j adults 

[ .000000* .000000* 

.001524* 1 

7-year-olds j adults 1 

.000000* .000000* I! 

.000011* 1 

7-year-olds : adults 

.000005* .000000* 

.000277* j 

7-year-olds j adults 

f .203108 .000000* j 

.000030* j 

[ 7-year-olds : adults 

.000019* .000000* fl 

.133064 j 

[ 7-year-olds : adults 

[ .000558* .000000* 1 

.000016* || 
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Results of the Scheffe test show that the means of each age-group in MLUm, 

PCI, adverbial and subordinated propositions are significantly different from the each 

other. However, for the embedded proposition, the mean of the three-year-olds is not 

significantly different from that of the seven-year-olds. For the associated proposition, 

the mean of the seven-year-olds is not significantly different from that of the adults. 

Concluding from the results of the analysis of variance and the Scheffe test, there is a 

general increase in the use of each non-nuclear proposition type with increasing age-

Graph 1 below illustrate the developmental patterns of the four non-nuclear 

propositions across the three age-groups. 

Developmental trend of 4 non-nuclear propositions 

SUB 1 
Mean+SD 
Mean-SD SUB_3 ADVJZ E M B J EMB_3 ASS 2 

SUB_2 A D V J ADVJ3 EMB__2 ASS_1 "" ASSJ3 n M e a n 

In addition, results of the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Analysis 

reveal that there are positive linear correlation between PCI and MLUm in each age-

group. Table 7 below lists the Pearson r for each group. 

Table 7. Pearson r between PCI and MLUm in each age-group. 
I AGE-GROUP 

J 3-yeai-cdds i 

I 7-year-olds , 

| adults 

PEARSON r 

.92* 

I .85* 

ST 

p-LEVEL 

<.001 

<.001 

<.001 

_ j 
.85 | 

.72 j 

.94 ] 
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To sum up, means and standard deviation for each age-group over the various 

linguistic measures were calculated. Analysis of variance and the Scheffe test were 

conducted for each linguistic score. Pearson Product Moment Correlation Analysis 

was also used to evaluate the relation of MLUm to PCI. Results of these analyses 

were summarized in the following main points: 

(1) Wi thin-group variation in all linguistic measures was smallest among the three-

year-olds. The variation increases with advancing age. 

(2) Both PCI and MLUm increase with increasing age. 

(3) PCI and MLUm are significantly correlated in each age-group. 

(4) The use of subordinated and adverbial propositions increases with advancing 

age. 

(5) There were general increase in the use of embedded and associated 

propositions. Yet, results of the Scheffe test show that difference between 

three- and seven-year-olds in embedded proposition was not significant; 

difference between seven-year-olds and adults in associated proposition was 

not significant 

These results contribute significantly to the achievement of the aims of this study: 

establishing PAC as an expressive language measure. The significance of these results 

will be discussed. 

Discussion: 

The results of the statistical analyses help to verify that PAC can be a sensitive 

expressive language measure. As explained earlier, the criteria for a sensitive language 

measure has already been outlined (See introduction). For the first criteria that a 

sensitive language measure should analyse an aspect of language, explanation of why 

prepositional analysis was adapted into Cantonese was given. The main reasons are; 
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firstly, assessment of expressive language should be full-fledged, covering all aspects of 

language. With Wong (1993) having developed twenty-four indices to quantify 

syntactic abilities, the development of a semantic measure still has to be awaited. 

Thus, the need for a language measure focusing on semantics is paramount; secondly, 

propositional analysis has been shown in the Western literature to be effective in 

representing ideas conveyed by discourse; thirdly, researchers (Kamhi and Johnston, 

1982; Johnston and Kamhi, 1984) showed that propositional analysis can well 

differentiate the language system between the language-impaired, the mentally-

retarded and the normal children. Thus, it has been claimed that propositional 

analysis can give important insights on children's language system (Kamhi and 

Johnston,, 1992). These reasons contribute to the background of adapting 

propositional analysis into Cantonese. With this main aim, the evaluation of 

propositional analysis as a sensitive language measure is initiated. Not only is 

selection of propositional analysis as a language measure justified, statistical analyses 

also confirms the other criteria. 

If PAC is to be a sensitive language measurey it should correlate with 

advancing age (criteria 2). There should also be a developmental trend in PCI and 

the use of the non-nuclear propositions* The fulfUment'of this criteria makes the 

application of PAC into clinical use sensible. With the assumption that expressive 

language increases in complexity and length (paradigmatic and syntagmatic relation 

respectively) with advancing age„ a good language measure should be sensitive enough 

to capture these developmental changes. Results of the Analysis of Variance and 

Scheffe test on PCI and the four non-nuclear propositions revealed an increasing 

trend in PCI, adverbial and subordinated propositions with increase in age. The 

insignificant difference between two groups in the use of embedded and associated 
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propositions can be explained with the following arguments. 

For embedded propositions, Scheffe test shows that there was no significant 

difference between three- and seven-year-olds and that the production of embedded 

proposition was generally low. These two features will be addressed below. Referring 

to Table 3, embedded propositions are mostly expressed with the verbs of cognition 

and perception (mental verbs), and modal verbs as the nuclear predicates. Hall (1987) 

provided data on acquisition and usage of mental verbs within different contexts. 

Results showed that children's use of mental verbs is influenced by situational factors. 

Scholnick (1987) explained that situations may call upon different vocabularies to 

reflect the cognitive, social and behavioral demands of the interaction. Dinner-table 

conversation may allow much use of mental verbs because there is a proliferation of 

cognitive talk (Scholnick, 1987). On the other hand, class discussion concerning things 

the children had done or were about to do may not often include much description of 

thoughts, feelings and intentions in children (Hall and Nagy, 1987). Thus, the context 

and nature of the interaction may well influence the type and amount of mental verbs 

used by the speakers. In this study, video-narration and story-retelling may well be 

situations in which subjects used less mental state words. This is because in video-

narration and story-retelling, subjects tended to describe the overt behaviour of the 

characters instead of inferring the mental states of them. Hence, contributing to the 

general low level of embedded proposition produced. This is consistent with Hall and 

Nagy's (1987) finding that in classroom setting concerning discussion of past or 

planned activities, subjects used less mental verbs. Having explained the situational 

factor underlying the overall low level of embedded proposition usage when compared 

with the other non-nuclear propositions, the insignificant difference between the 
i 

three- and seven-year-olds need to be further explained. 
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The insignificant difference between the three- and seven-year-olds in 

embedded proposition usage can be explained by developmental and situational 

factors. Firstly, experimental studies have found that attempts at mental reference 

using mental verbs first begin to appear in the speech of children in the second half 

of the third year (Shatz, Weilman, and Siiber, 1983; Wellman and Estes, 1987). Use 

of mental verbs correctly requires affective and cognitive role-taking, awareness of 

their own cognitive ability and emotion. Studies have shown that it is not until a 

minimum of six year olds do children possess these skills (Gove and Keating, 1979; 

Huntington, 1975). In short, affective and cognitive role-taking and usage of mental 

verbs take place across the period from pre-school to early school years. It is not 

surprising for the result in this study that no significant difference was found between 

the three- and seven-year-olds in embedded proposition usage during this period in 

which mental verb usage is still developing. 

Secondly, modal verbs, another main component of embedded proposition, do 

not fully developed until ten to twelve years of age (Westby, 1988). This is a factor 

contributing to the significant difference between the three-year-olds and adults; 

seven-year-olds and adults but not between the three- and seven-year-olds. This is 

because use of modal verbs does not reach full competence in the period between 

three- and seven-year-olds. Thus, during this period, modal verbs cannot contribute 

any significant difference between the three and seven-year-olds in embedded 

proposition usage. These developmental factors cooperate with the situational factors 

leading to the insignificant difference between the two groups. 

In terms of the situational factors, the nature of tasks in sample taking (video 

and story narration) does not allow much chance for the subjects, especially the young 

children, to make judgments using modal verbs. The nature of narration tasks is more 
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descriptive than judgmental. Thus, the task nature inhibits much use of modal verbs 

to express embedded propositions. Besides, as explained earlier, children (both three-

and seven-year-olds) may not be able to include inference of mental states in their 

description / narration when describing past activities. This further equated the 

performance of the seven-year-olds with the three-year-olds. These developmental and 

situational factors help to explain why the use of embedded proposition did not differ 

much among the younger children. Apart from the embedded proposition, the 

insignificant difference in two groups in the use of associated proposition still owes an 

explanation. 

The Scheffe test shows that there was no significant difference between seven-

year-olds and adults in their use of associated proposition. Actually, the dominant 

components of associated predicates observed in the samples were classifiers and 

possessive pronouns. Studies have found that at three and four years of age, children 

start using affixed modifiers, such as classifiers* possessive pronouns (Kwong, 1992). 

At about five years of age, children use more circumstantial modifiers, such as words 

that deal with time and place, eg. "tomorrow", f there\ Tse (1992) also showed that 

children as young as three years start to use classifiers whereas older children of four 

and five years are capable of using classifier in more amount and wider variety. These 

studies give a glimpse of the early acquisition of classifiers and possessive pronouns, 

the main components of associated proposition. It is hypothesized that children's early 

mastery of these grammatical categories implies a plateau in using these grammatical 

categories in associated proposition beyond a certain age. Thus, throughout this 

plateau stage, the frequency of using these grammatical categories to express 

associated propositions may be similar among subjects- It is possible that between the 

seven-yeax-olds and the adults is the plateau stage for acquiring these grammatical 
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categories and resulted in the insignificant difference between these two groups in 

associated propositions. Apart from the embedded and associated propositions, it will 

be interesting to see why there is significant difference in adverbial proposition usage 

among the three groups. 

For adverbial propositions, Analysis of Variance and the Scheffe test indicated 

an increasing trend with advancing age. To understand these significant differences 

among the three groups, the acquisition of the grammatical categories included in 

adverbial proposition should be explored. However, studies investigating the 

developmental trend of these grammatical forms mostly focus on preschool children. 

Research to date have not revealed much about usage of these forms beyond 

preschool level. From the perspective of proposition usage, studies investigating 

English language only focused on young children (Kamhi and Johnston, 1982; 

Johnston and Kamhi, 1984). Thus, not much information, if not none, has been 

provided for our understanding of the usage of various grammatical forms, non-

nuclear propositions beyond the pre-school years. Components of adverbial 

propositions mainly include coverbs, conjunction and circumstantial modifiers. 

Research findings that help to explain the significant difference between three- and 

seven-year-olds in their use of adverbial propositions are as follows: 

(1) Use of circumstantial modifiers increases at the age of five (Kwong, 1992). 

Circumstantial modifiers include words that denote time and place. 

(2) Use of conjunctions is more in seven-year-olds than in three-year-olds (Kwong, 

1992). 

(3) There is significant difference in the use of conjunctions between four- and 

seven-year-olds (Wong, 1993). 

(4) There is increase in the use of coverbs from three to five years (Kwong, 1992). 
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Examples of coverbs are Tiai" (at), "tuhng" (with), "heung" (toward). In 

adverbial propositions, coverbs are mostly used to express location, direction, 

time, and comitative relation, as in: (a) "They play at home" [location]; (b) 

"Brother played with sister" [comitative]; (c) "Mom and dad walked toward 

home" [direction]; (d) "Mom and dad came home at eleven o'clock" [time]. 

These results help to explain the significant difference between the three- and seven-

year-olds in using the adverbial propositions. Further research is needed to investigate 

production of the component grammatical forms beyond pre-school years to explain 

the significant difference between seven-year-olds and adults. Generally there is an 

increasing trend in the use of non-nuclear propositions with advancing age. Thus, 

PAC is an expressive language measure having its component indices (PCI and the 

four non-nuclear propositions) correlating with advancing age. With a substantial 

justification for the reasons of adapting prepositional analysis into Cantonese and its 

indices sensitive enough to capture developmental changes, PAC has still to satisfy 

criteria three to be a "sensitive" language measure. That is, it has to fulfill the 

quantitative and qualitative requirement of language assessment. 

Whether PAC can meet this criteria brings us back to its basic components. As 

explained in the section - Propositional Analysis in Cantonese, PAC is composed of 

two parts of analyses. The Propositional Complexity Index (PCI) is a quantitative 

measure of propositional complexity. It indicates how many non-nuclear propositions 

an individual can pack into a single utterance. It resembles MLU in the way that they 

are also composite scores in the linguistics aspect they measure. Another part of PAC 

concerns the proportion of various non-nuclear propositions produced. This 

differentiation of hour non-nuclear propositions enables the description of what types 

4 

of meaning an individual is capable of producing. This qualitative-quantitative 
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characteristic together with its sensitivity to advancing age are valuable assets of PAC 

as an expressive language measure. Concurrently, the correlational analyses revealed 

other important assets of PAC. 

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Analysis indicated positive linear 

correlation between PCI and MLUm. The analysis of variance and Scheffe test also 

showed that MLUm increases with advancing age. In other words, MLUm is sensitive 

to age increase. The significant correlation between MLUm and PCI demonstrated 

that the sensitivity of PCI to advancing age is no artifact Its correlation with MLUm 

illustrated its external validity. Thus, PACs sensitivity to advancing age is externally 

verified with MLUm, another measure which also correlates significantly with 

advancing age. 

To sum up, PAC is a sensitive expressive language measure because: (1) PCI 

and the non-nuclear propositions can capture developmental changes; (2) PCI is 

externally valid to correspond with advancing age; (3) it measures semantic complexity 

using proposition as the unit of analysis; (4) it provides qualitative and quantitative 

measure of an individual's semantic system. At the same time, the developmental 

pattern of the four non-nuclear propositions are consistent with the results of studies 

investigating the acquisition of various grammatical categories. 

Clinical Implications: 

Statistical analyses and discussion confirmed that PAC is a sensitive language 

measure. This conclusion has important clinical implication. In language assessment, 

PAC can be used as a linguistic analysis approach to assess how much and what kinds 

of proposition an individual can express. With the urgent need of a semantic measure, 

PAC can be a good candidate. At the same time, since the analysis procedures, 

operational definitions of the target propositions and basic concepts are clearly 
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outlined, clinicians can adopt PAC as a repeated measure on clients' language. With 

its dual quantitative-qualitative characteristics, clinicians can track an individual's 

performance on semantic complexity in pre- and post-treatment period. PAC, not 

only can be used as a language measure in assessment, but also as a tool in 

documenting treatment efficacy. Another implication goes to treatment. 

If, with well established norms for PCI and the four non-nuclear propositions, 

PAC can be a helpful treatment-goal indicator. Having found out the expected level 

of performance for PCI, and each non-nuclear proposition at each age-group, 

clinicians can then point out if there is any discrepancy between the expected level 

and the actual level of client's performance. Any discrepancy in any type of non-

nuclear propositions enables the clinician to point out which area of proposition an 

individual is having difficulty with* That particular proposition type can then be 

potential treatment goal. With the grammatical categories for each non-nuclear 

proposition described (Table 4), the clinician can facilitate client's production of that 

proposition type via training of the corresponding grammatical categories. Under this 

framework, syntax and semantics are well-coordinated in treatment Apart from 

clinical use, PAC also has implication on the population for which it can be applied. 

The small within-group variation in the younger age-group implies that the 

younger for the client to be assessed and received therapy the better. As language 

increases in variability with advancing age, it will be more difficult to decide how 

much delay or deviance an older individual is demonstrating at his / her present level 

of performance as compared with other age-equivalents. Thus the results of this study 

supports early identification and intervention. Yet, the larger within-group variation in 

adults does not totally discourage use of PAC in adults. Rather, PAC can still be 
i » 

useful in tracking an individual's semantic complexity performance over time. In short, 
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PAC can be applied to both children and adults. For children, it is easier to establish 

norms because of smaller within-group variation. For adults, PAC can still be used on 

an individual basis. 

To conclude, PAC embodies important characteristics that make it a potential 

effective language measure in clinical setting. For PAC to be used in the clinic 

context, farther research is needed to consolidate it as an language measure. 

Implications for further research: 

For PAC to be an effective language measure, its discriminant validity (Klee, 

1992) needs to be explored. That is, whether PAC can differentiate the language 

system of the disordered population from the normal groups. Also, for PAC to be 

useful in assessment and implying treatment goals, norms for various age-groups need 

to be established To account for result the non-nuclear propositions, the acquisition 

pattern of the component grammatical categories need to be explored Another 

interesting research topic goes to investigating the relation between propositionai 

complexity and grammatical complexity. This may help to unfold further the relation 

between the acquisition of various grammatical categories and development of 

propositionai complexity. With these proposed research topics, it is hoped that PAC 

can be further established as a useful language measure. 
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Appendix l: Transcripts of "PINGU" in video-narration task 

1[ CUP 

1 ! 

1 2 

13 i 

U 

I5 

I6 

J 7 

U i 

I9 ' 

110 

in 

| l 2 

It 1 3 

Il4 

J l5 ] 

Il6 1 

| TRANSCRIPTS [ 

Penguin mother put on make-up. She would be going out with penguin father for a j 
concert. Before they left, they told the two little penguins that they would soon be back. 
They asked their children to behave themselves. Then they left. | 

When mom and dad were leaving, the two penguins pretended to be sad. After their 
parents stepped out of the door, they were so thrilled that they jumped up and down in 
their beds. They were so happy because they could have a big party by themselves. 

First of all, penguin sister turned on the radio. Penguin brother went to turn up the stove, 
waiting to cook a meal. j 

Then they started to cook some pan-cakes. While penguin brother was cooking the pan
cake by throwing it high up the sky, penguin sister was so excited by her brother's skill that 
she shouted and clapped. Yet, carelessly, the brother threw the pan-cake so high that it 
stuck on to the ceiling. Then the pan-cake fell on to the brother's head, making him looked | 
like an elephant j 

While their parents were out, the little penguins played a ball game. At the concert, mom 
and dad were enjoying the music. I 

During the ball game, the two penguins hit the picture frame, broke the book-shel£ and 
turned the bucket up-side-down. 

Dad fell asleep kit he concert When mom found daddy snoring, she woke him up. | 

The two penguins at home opened the closet They took out everything, making the room a 
mess. The brother threw mom's hat on to his sister and he put on daddy's hat himself. 
Then he put his sister into a box and pushed it onto a wall. 

Penguin sister covered her own head with the box and walked toward her brother. The 
brother covered himself with a blanket pretending to be a monster who chased the sister. 

At the concert, mom was so touched by the music that it reminded her of her late parents. 
She took out their photo and cried. Dad, then, tried to consoled her. At home, sister was 
taking a bath in the bath tub. She was having fun with the bubbles. 

Finally, the brother jumped into the tub. They played happily in the bath tub. Suddenly, 
the bath tub turned over, spilling the water all over the floor. 

The two penguins finally realized that it was eleven o'clock already. The concert ended and 
their parents were on their way home. The little penguins were getting nervous because 
they had made their home a mess. 

Then the little penguins started to do house-cleaning. The sister went to the bathroom and 
wiped the floor dry. The brother went to put back the picture frame. Afterwards, the two 
of them fixed the book-shelf. 

The sister turned off the radio. At the same time, the brother was trying^ to put back 
eveiything into the closet However hard he tried he still could not do i t Finally he gave 
up. He just stuffed everything into the closet 

Lastly, mom and dad arrived home. When they went into the room, they found that the 
two little penguins were sleeping and everything seemed fine. ActuaEy; the two penguins 
were just pretending to fall asleep. Suddenly, mom saw that closet and found that the 
clothes and blankets were sticking out of the closet door. When she came close to it, the 
door suddenly flipped open and everything fell to the ground. 

Then mom and dad asked the two penguins what had happened- The two brother and 
sister apologized to mom and dad. They promised they would never be so naughty again. 
Then mom put everything back in place. The parents then cuddled the Httle penguins into 1 
sleep. J 
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Appendix 2: Instructions for obtaining video-narration sample 

! Step 

j l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

English instructions 

Tell the subject: 

"Now we're going to watch a 
cartoon. You are going to watch it 
two times. The first time, just 
watch quietly." 

Play the cartoon. 

Tell the subject: 

"Now we'll watch it again. This 
time, please tell me everything you 
see happening on the cartoon 
whenever we come to a pause." 

Play the cartoon in clips. 

In each clip, ask 

"Now what's happening?" 

Cantonese transcripts 
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Appendix 3: Pictures of "Frog Story" (Berman and Slobin, 1994) 
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Appendix 4: Topic question sequence. 

1. What's your favourite TV show? 

Did you see it this week/last week? 

What happened on it this week/' last week? 

2. Talk about your favourite movie. 

3. How did you spend your last birthday? 

4. Do you go to school? 

Where? 

What's your favourite thing to do in school? 

5. What do you do on weekends? 

6. What do you do everyday after school? 

7* Do you have pets? 

What do you do to take care of your pets? 

8. Do you have any brothers or sisters? 

What kinds of games do you play with your brothers and sisters? 
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Appendix 5: Inventory of common Cantonese connectives 

[CANTONESE CONNECTIVES 1 

tuhng maaih f\ $%. 

jauh^au J$ M 

yauh X_ 

ganjyuh ^ /fi 

yinh hauh - ^ **-

1 jih haauh ^ ^ 

dan haai M^ Afa 

I! 7 ^W 

Ibaak gwo -0- US, 
soi jih ji\ Wv 

gam *$" 

yuh sih 

EQUIVALENTS IN ENGLISH 8 
LANGUAGE | 

And I 

Then / Afterwards 

But / However | 

! So / Therefore 0 
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